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Presentation  

 

Public Work Programs target short

unemployed directly or through contracting for public works in the periods of intense unemployment. 

These activities are generally performed to prevent the registered unemployed from joblessness for longer 

periods and ending up in financial difficulties, losing their work habits and discipline, and provide their 

short-term employment and training in the period

natural disasters, and intense unemployment.

 

Subject (beneficiary) 

 

Target: long-term unemployed 

For adaptation to the working environment 

9 months employment on public services

Being 18 or older (generally adult people who could not find a job for a long time)

 

Purposes:  

 

To help people who could not find any job for a long time

To help people with no advanced skill in any industry

To increase qualifications of unemployed by providing a ce

 

 

Achievements: 

 

The program has led thousands of people to get into workforce each year

the real life. Just in 2015, PWP sought to find jobs for 850,000 people by the end of this year.

 

 
 

A.W.A.R.D. Adults and Work – an Aid to Reduce the Distance

Erasmus+,  Ka2 - Cooperation and Innovation for Good Practices 
Code: 2014-1-IT02-KA204-003416  

 

Good practices to facilitate work reallocation for unemployed 

Public Work Programs target short-term employment for long-term unemployed

unemployed directly or through contracting for public works in the periods of intense unemployment. 

activities are generally performed to prevent the registered unemployed from joblessness for longer 

periods and ending up in financial difficulties, losing their work habits and discipline, and provide their 

term employment and training in the periods of financial crisis, privatization, financial structuring, 

natural disasters, and intense unemployment.  

For adaptation to the working environment  

9 months employment on public services 

older (generally adult people who could not find a job for a long time) 

To help people who could not find any job for a long time 

To help people with no advanced skill in any industry 

To increase qualifications of unemployed by providing a certain period of time in the wor

The program has led thousands of people to get into workforce each year by adapting the unemployed in 

the real life. Just in 2015, PWP sought to find jobs for 850,000 people by the end of this year.

an Aid to Reduce the Distance  

Cooperation and Innovation for Good Practices -  Adults 

Good practices to facilitate work reallocation for unemployed adults 

term unemployed and training of the 

unemployed directly or through contracting for public works in the periods of intense unemployment.  

activities are generally performed to prevent the registered unemployed from joblessness for longer 

periods and ending up in financial difficulties, losing their work habits and discipline, and provide their 

s of financial crisis, privatization, financial structuring, 

tain period of time in the wor 

by adapting the unemployed in 

the real life. Just in 2015, PWP sought to find jobs for 850,000 people by the end of this year. 



Strengths points: 

It is easy to register to program and get a job

Work provided does not require high qualifications

 

Weakness points: 

 

It is for only 9 months and then terminated with a possible renewal of duration.
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It is easy to register to program and get a job 

Work provided does not require high qualifications 

It is for only 9 months and then terminated with a possible renewal of duration. 
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